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01 TABLE SOCCER
ÊA
Ê worldwide popular sport

ÊHigh
Ê
level athletes

ÊA
Ê sport for everyone

In France, about half a million people practise table
soccer everyday. To measure the scope of this social
phenomenon, just ask yourself this simple question:

Practising table soccer as a high level sport implies
efforts and a lot of skill.

Table soccer is meant for everybody, without any
discrimination. It welcomes, and to a much greater
degree than other major sports, all categories of players.

«Who does not know foosball?»

«Table soccer teaches mutual respect
and helps to develop team spirit»

«Table soccer is fun, non-violent
and intergenerational.»

Emotion, concentration, team spirit... this is table
soccer, or foosball, an activity widely practiced on
the 5 continents.

MEN

WOMEN

Table football requires many training hours and good
health condition.

JUNIORS

SENIORS

Table soccer helps to build social cohesion and is
an extraordinary vector of exchange.

DISABLED
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ÊTable
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soccer in photos
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03 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
A personalized partnership : We want adapt each theme-based packs to the expectations of partners ! Either for a sport, social o corporate events

Fell free to contact us :
info@table-soccer.org
+33 (0)2 40 47 90 84

ÊEXAMPLES
Ê
These advertising mediums must be discussed by appointment with our advisers, as they involve a higher degree of complexity in their implementation.

1

Sponsor the ITSF World Cup !

2

Your company can choose to sponsor the Word Cup or the ITSF
World Tour !

Public Relations event

Before or after the competition, we can organise a table soccer
related activity at your company's, in a shopping centre or public
place.
They already went for it:
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«Let’s start the story...
Contact us»

ÊContact
Ê
information
 : ITSF
3 rue de Clermont
44000 Nantes
FRANCE
(from Monday to Friday 9:00 am - 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm - 4:30 pm)

:
:
@:
:

+33 (0)2 40 47 90 84
+33 (0)2 40 20 44 59
info@table-soccer.org
www.table-soccer.org
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